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thin-film ferroelectric tunable microwave devices being ... - thin-film ferroelectric tunable microwave devices
being developed electronically tunable microwave components have become the subject of intense research
ferroelectric tuning of planar and bulk microwave devices - journal of superconductivity, vol. 12, no. 2, 1999
ferroelectric tuning of planar and bulk microwave devices o. g. vendik, 1e. k. hollmann, a. b. kozyrev, and a. m ...
ferroelectrics in agile microwave components - ajpj-oa - armenian journal of physics, 2009, vol. 2, issue 1, p.
64-70 ferroelectrics in agile microwave components spartak gevorgian department of microtechnology and
nanoscience, chalmers university of technology, figure of merit and limiting characteristics of tunable ... microwave application of ferroelectrics is very promising for electrically tunable microwave devices based on the
electric Ã¯Â¬Â•eld dependence of the dielectric permittivity. tunable Ã¯Â¬Â•lters and controllable phase shifters
are ensuring stable operation of ferroelectric microwave ... - technical physics letters vol. 29 no. 9 2003
ensuring stable operation of ferroelectric microwave devices 729 we can derive the temperature dependence of the
con- d applications of modern ferroelectrics - science - applications of modern ferroelectrics j. f. scott long
viewed as a topic in classical physics, ferroelectricity can be described by a quantum mechanical ab initio theory.
dielectric, ferroelectric, and optical properties - wiley-vch - high permittivity dielectrics and ferroelectrics are
being investigated for the cell capacitors of future dram and non-volatile feram devices, respectively (chap. 27).
silicon substrate integrated tuneable ferroelectric ... - integrated tuneable ferroelectric devices for microwave
applications in this report we present recent results on integration of tuneable ferroelectric components with the
silicon substrate. piezoelectric and ferroelectric device technologies for ... - roelectric materials, these devices
are described and discussed in terms of performance characteristics and design optimisation, and compared with
competing device technologies. kta0.5nb0.5o3 ferroelectric thin lms: processing ... - kta0.5nb0.5o3
ferroelectric thin lms: processing, characterization and application to microwave agile devices vincent laur,
arnaud-gides moussavou, anthony rousseau, paul laurent, tunable ferroelectric thin film devices for microwave
... - microwave characterization of ferroelectric thin films, design and fabrication of tunable microwave devices
based on bst thin films. there are little reliable data on the dielectric properties of microwave lam, peter
gaifunintegration. of ferroelectric thin films ... - abstract . lam, peter gaifunintegration. of ferroelectric thin
films in tunable microwave devices. (under the direction of jon-paul maria). recent growth in wireless
communication industry has led to a growing search emerging microwave technologies group - chalmers - 17.
a. deleniv, s. gevorgian1 and v. sherman, Ã¢Â€Âœexperimental characterisation of tuneable ferroelectrics at low
and microwave frequenciesÃ¢Â€Â•, ferroelectrically tuneable microwave devices.
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